
Cooperating Technical Partners – ASFPM CTP subcommittee Monthly Call – May 10, 2019 

Attendees: Alan Lulloff, Thuy Patton, Carey Johnson, Laura Algeo and Jason Hochschild 

Webinars 

KY provided a webinar on 2D mapping on April 24th. The webinar was well attended and generated a lot 
of questions – many in relation to mapping floodways during 2D modeling. KY is developing responses to 
the questions. A good follow-on to this webinar would be a webinar on mapping floodways using 2D 
modeling. 

Note from last month’s call - someone suggested on the last webinar that we have a webinar on LOMRs.  

Best Practices 

Looking to develop a best practice on the CO CLOMR process for hydrology. They have completed the 
process for the South Platte River and are also using the process for the Colorado River. 

ASFPM Conference 

We discussed getting an email out to CTPs and the M&ES committee regarding CTP events at the 
conference. The CTP recognition award will be on Thursday presented by Mike Grimm.  

The Monday night social for CTPs will be at the Corner Alley. Both Thuy and Carey have a commitment 
from their contractors to sponsor some food and drinks at the event. 

Nicolle Maccherone has agreed to lead an ice breaker. The agenda would be similar to last year where 
they provided an update on the subcommittee activities, Laura provided an update and then it was 
opened up to Q&A. Thuy will have a sign-in sheet so that we know who was in attendance.  

Laura indicated that FEMA has developed a CTP Quickbook that lists all to the CTP related events at the 
conference. Jason followed up with Laura to get a copy to include in the email blast. 

Action Items 

Email blast to CTP contact list/M&ES committee list next week.  

Thuy indicated she plans to step down so the goal is to identify a new co-chair during the conference in 
Cleveland. Alan indicated that it would be good to have some geographic diversity. 
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